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This Tamiya Mini 4WD Dealer Guide has been designed to familiarize you with Tamiya’s exciting Mini 
4WD race cars and to help you attract a whole new generation of hobby customers to your store. 
It provides everything you need to begin your own Mini 4WD Racing program. The lists, rules and                
information that follow have been proven in use at Tamiya Mini 4WD Races throughout the world.

What are they? ...and why are they so 
much fun?
•Tamiya Racing Mini’s are 1/32 scale snap-
together, four-wheel-drive, action model kits.
•Easy assembly: Just snap the parts together, add 
the colorful stickers, install batteries, and you are 
ready to go.
•Build for looks or increase performance by using 
Tamiya 4WD Tune-Up Parts.
•The versatility of these fun-filled mini models 
encourages modelers to use their imagination.
•Races are regularly held for those who want to put 
their Mini 4WD skills to the test.
•Tamiya offers race tracks for home use or in-store 
promotions.

Imagine the benefits of bringing young, new customers into your store to enjoy the low cost, hands-on 
fun of Mini 4WD. The skills they use learning to build, customize and race these models are the same 
skills they will use in scale model building and running R/C cars. We’ll explain how you can offer a 
program to attract new business and how these new modelers can use the cars they buy from you to 
compete and win in a series of organized, regularly scheduled races. Mini 4WD race cars, in fact, can 
provide fun for a whole new family of customers!
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New and Future Hobby Customers
• Bright colors and creative designs make Mini 4WD Racers extremely attractive to the youth market.
• Mini 4WD builders are the next generation of modelers and radio control vehicle enthusiasts.
• Create future business with these new, hands-on builders. 

Bring in more business
• Increase store sales with Mini 4WD kits.
• Mini 4WD collectors will want all the latest kits.
• Generate repeat business for Tune-Up Parts, Dress-Up Parts, accessories and home tracks. 

Low Cost
• Mini 4WD Racing is economical; the entire family can afford to get in on the fun and excitement. 
• No permanent racing site is required for Mini 4WD racing.
• Track layout can be expanded and easily modified.

Educational
• Children learn mechanical skills, how to follow directions, and how to solve problems. 

Attracts a wide range of participants --- beginners to advanced
• Beginning racers can compete with basic equipment.
• Racers can be classified by age group (i.e., 6-12 yrs. or 12 yrs. and over).
• Tune-Up Parts will keep tinkerers interested.

Generates a wealth of publicity for your store
• Promotes great word-of-mouth advertising.
• Kids spread the word to their friends.
• The local press loves new and different events.
• Can be easily promoted through your Facebook, Twitter and other social media accounts. 

Makes you the local expert
• Your store becomes the hub of Mini 4WD racing in your area.
• You will know the hot set-ups and which parts work best.
• Racers will come to you first for answers, advice, and merchandise.

Fun and excitement keeps racers involved
• Try special events like endurance races.
• Concours contests (best looking).
• Parent/child tournaments.

Tamiya Racing Mini 4WD attracts new hobby and racing enthusiasts.
• Tamiya quality products.
• An inexpensive introduction to hobbies.
• Kits come complete and require no glue.
• Easy to assemble.
• High performance, action models.
• Modify for additional fun and increased performance.
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Mini 4WD’s were introduced by Tamiya in 1982. Since then, seven series’ of Mini 4WD’s have launched 
in the US market: The Super Mini 4WD series, the Fully Cowled Mini 4WD series, the Racing Mini 
4WD series, the Aero Mini 4WD series, the Pro Mini 4WD series, the REV Mini 4WD series and the 
Mechanical Mini 4WD series.

A cement-free snap together kit, Tamiya Mini 4WD’s are basically “plastic model kits”. Many upgrade 
parts are available for performance improvement. For example, using optional ball bearings helps to 
minimize friction loss and utilize motor power more efficiently. By selecting the right Tune-Up Parts, 
you can enhance the performance of your car or enhance its stability in curves and during acceleration.

Besides enhancing performance, you can customize your Mini 4WD to make it special or unique. Get 
creative while “tuning up” your car. Try cutting material out of your car to make it lighter or painting 
it with vivid colors. Tamiya’s Mini 4WD’s give you the excitement of racing as if you were the car 
designer, engineer, and the racing driver.

Mini 4WD snap together kits are reasonably priced and can be considered a learning experience 
for many kids. They are easy to assemble, objects of pride and accomplishment for children and 
their parents. By assembling their own cars, modifying and racing them, children gain a sense of 
competitiveness and creativity, lacking in many contemporary pastimes.

You can enhance the performance of your Mini 4WD by using 
Tamiya’s many upgrade parts to provide it with better cornering or 
faster speed. To do this, you need to know the basic elements of 
Mini 4WD.

Motor
Installation of tune up motors is the best way to increase the speed 
of your car. There are many kinds of motors available for upgrade. 
All of them achieve higher performance than the standard motor 
included in the kit. It is essential to select the right motor since some 
are designed for top speed, while others are set up for cornering.

Gear Ratio
At a given output power of the motor, top speed and acceleration is determined by the gear ratio. 
Comparing a 4:1 gear ratio and a 5:1 gear ratio, the smaller 4:1 ratio is more suitable for speed 
oriented circuits, while the bigger 5:1 produces quicker acceleration with lower speed.

Performance Difference Among the Various Gear Ratios
Different gear ratios are available for your choice. Use a small ratio for straightway courses and a big 
one for technical courses with many curves and track elevations. Set up the gears according to the 
track you are racing on.
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Tires
Tires are an important part of your car and have a great influence on its performance. Not only the 
wheels themselves, but their weight, diameter, and width should also be taken into consideration 
according to the type of course you are running.

Difference in Diameter
Small diameter: Good for a quick start, but not for top speed. Small diameter tires lower the center of 
gravity and help your car corner better. 
Large diameter: Good top speed and suitable for long straights. Better shock absorption for bumpy 
course joints.

Difference in Width
Wide tires: Provides stability during cornering. Good for technical courses with up-hills, curves, and 
elevation changes.
Narrow tires: Good for straightway courses. Less drag on the motor and may have the advantage of 
longer run times. They provide less drain on the batteries. 

Difference in Material
Rubber: Included in the kit. Weighs more than the sponge type, but useful for jumps and lowering the 
center of gravity.
Sponge: Weighs less than rubber, but with lower grip characteristics.
Reston: Lighter than the sponge type and better gripping. These can be used for all kinds of wheels.

Tire Maintenance
Use transparent tape to clean sponge type tires. Blue 3M masking tape for home painting works well 
too. Clean rubber type tires with an eraser and remove the eraser pieces with tape.

Wheels
Wheels, as well as tires, play an important role in tuning your car. There are various types with different 
diameters and structures. Select the right one for your application.
All of the different sized wheels can be used for the Super Mini 4WD series, however, if you have a 
Fully Cowled Mini 4WD, body modification will be required if you use anything other than the standard 
size wheels which fit under the body being used.

Types of Wheels
Small diameter type: Narrow Wheels (standard for the Fully Cowled Mini 4WD), Wide Super Low-
Height Wheels, Wheels for semi-pneumatic tires.
Large diameter type: Included in a Super Mini 4WD, Pro and REV snap together kits. Lots of designs 
are available.
One Way type: Light One Way Wheels, Wide One Way Wheels, Low-Height One Way Wheels, Narrow 
One Way Wheels (exclusive for the Fully Cowled Mini 4WD) .

Normal Wheels vs One-Way Wheels
Normal: The speed of the wheels at both sides of a car is the same. This is good for the straights, 
however the outer wheel tends to be dragged during cornering and this may slow your car down.
One Way: The outer wheel rotates faster than the inner wheel does. This ensures smooth cornering 
and is preferred for technical courses with many curves.
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Rollers
Rollers are a must when racing on walled circuits. They help your car negotiate corners smoothly. Key 
points in using rollers are their size, location, and angle.

Handling Settings by Roller Size
Same size: Standard setting. Front and rear rollers have the same diameter. This makes your car easier 
to run straight since rollers are lined parallel when they contact a wall. Also minimizes power loss. 
Bigger in front: Front roller diameter is bigger than that of rear roller. Suitable for courses with many 
corners since this pushes your car towards the inside of the course when rollers contact a wall.
Smaller in front: Rear roller diameter is bigger than that of front roller. This makes your car run along 
with a wall. Gives stability during cornering, but creates power loss.

The true appeal of Mini 4WD can be found in racing them. Many kids compete in events put on by 
their local retailer. It can be as exciting as real full size racing. Start your own Mini 4WD racing program 
and see how it can improve your business. There are formal rules and regulations for Tamiya Mini 
4WD Racing which makes the racing consistent and fair. The challenge of Mini 4WD racing is not just   
making them go fast, but in analyzing and improving your car, expressing your creativity and making 
new friends. This is what sets Mini 4WD racing apart from many of the other activities available to 
youngsters today, and what has made Mini 4WD so successful for over 30 years!

Racing is the life line of your Mini 4WD business. Races drive 
the need for racers to improve their cars, get their creative 
juices flowing and get them interested in adding Tune-Up Parts. 
Without the support of a regular racing program your Mini 4WD 
business will never reach its full potential. The cars on the shelf 
will not sell themselves without a racing program of some kind. 
The following section will provide you with Rules, Format, Forms, 
Example Fliers, and Social Media advice to help you set up a 
racing program that will create excitement and generate greater 
sales.

Rules
Mini 4WD’s come alive on the race track at competitive events held for these cars across the globe.
Here are the recommended basic rules for running an official Tamiya Mini 4WD event:

Types of Vehicles
1. Tamiya cars and official Tamiya made parts only.

Racing Car Features
1. All machines must be four-wheel drive. Modifications that result in rear-wheel or front-wheel 
drive are prohibited.
2. The body must be secured properly to the chassis so that it will not come off during the race. 
Tamiya stock or Hop-Up bodies are allowed and may be modified by the racer. Unrealistic body    
modifications or scratch built tube frames are not allowed.
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3. Race cars that may be a potential hazard to the track or other cars are not allowed to race.
4. All cars must be inspected by the race officials. All components must comply with the rules and 
regulations. Cars that have not passed inspection may not participate.
5. All cars must fit in an official Tamiya Mini 4WD Car Dimension Checker.
6. Possession of a spare car is permitted on the condition that the features and degree of 
modification are identical with the approved car. Spare car is also required to pass inspection. Cars 
cannot be switched during the same heat race.
7. Roller requirements: Maximum of 6 rollers total. 

Size of Cars
1. Maximum width (including rollers, etc.) 105mm (4.13”)
2. Maximum height (including rear wing) 70mm (2.76”)
3. Maximum length (including bumper, stabilizer, etc.) 165mm (6.49”)
4. Minimum ground clearance 1mm (.004”)
5. Minimum weight, ready to run 90gms
6. Front and Rear Tires: Diameter: 22-35mm, Width: 8-26mm (Note that tires must be attached.)

Motors
1. Cars must use the stock 130-type motor included in the kit or motors available in the Tamiya      
 Tune-Up Parts range.
2. All cars are limited to one motor only.
3. Motors cannot be modified, externally or internally.
4. Some events may limit the type of motor that may be used depending on the class structure.

Power Source
1. All cars must use two AA batteries of either Zinc/Carbon, Alkaline or Ni-Cad type. 
2. Batteries that have been tampered with or which have torn coverings will not be allowed.

Tune-Up or Hop-Up Parts
1. Tune-Up Parts are limited to Tamiya only.
2. Parts may be modified as long as they meet regulation requirements.

Modifications
Please use the following guidelines when modifying a car. Note: these modifications are not permissible 
in a “Box Stock” class where the car must be built per the instructions with absolutely no modifications. 

1. Body and chassis may be trimmed, drilled or sanded to lighten. 
2. Modifications made to car using Tamiya parts are allowed.
3. Scratch built parts are not allowed
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4. Scratch built chassis or alteration of the wheelbase is not allowed.
5. Gears may be modified for weight savings, but changing the number of teeth is prohibited.
6. The car must be fitted with stock or Tamiya Tune-Up Part wheels and tires. Wheels and tires                        
can be modified providing they are not potentially damaging to the track, other race cars, or entrants.
7. Stock bodies may be modified as long as they retain their basic appearance.
8. Battery terminals and electronics must be stock or from available Tamiya Tune-Up Parts.
9. Modifying the chassis to expose gear components is prohibited.

Decorating Bodies
1. All race cars must be individually distinguishable. Paint and apply stickers to your 4WD to suit 
your liking.

Vehicle Inspection
1. All cars must be inspected by the race official prior to racing.
2. No changes may be made to the car once it has passed inspection.
3. Race officials may randomly inspect any car at any point of the race. Cars found not to be in 
compliance will lose all previous results. Entrant must bring cars back into compliance with the rules 
in order to return to the event.

Penalties
1. When an entrant is found pushing, throwing or releasing a car prior to the starting signal, the   
race director may impose a penalty such as additional time or restart the race.

Disqualification
The focus for these events is fun. However, racers may be disqualified for the following reasons:
1. If the car is potentially damaging to the track, other cars, or racers.
2. When the car is found to have been intentionally modified to interfere with others during racing.
3. If the racer intentionally disrupts other cars, or the track, while racing is in session.
4. Modifying the car after inspection.
5. Disobeying officials or disrupting the race.
6. Displaying non-sportsman like behavior that is disruptive to others.

Restrictions
1. A car may be used by only one person (two or more persons may not share a car).
2. Age restrictions may apply to some classes or events.

Concours d’Elegance
Sometimes it’s fun to show off your customer’s hard creative work. Try a “Best Looking Mini 4WD” 
contest as part of your event. Use the guidelines below to judge your event. 
1. Awards will be presented to the cars that display the best finish, workmanship, and overall   
 appearance.
2. Concours entries are not limited to race participants.
3. Concours contests may be held at the discretion of the race director.
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Mini 4WD races can be held in your store, outside in your parking lot, or in a shopping mall. The 
portable nature of the track makes it possible to set up a Mini 4WD track almost anywhere. Wherever 
you do set up your Mini 4WD race, keep in mind that making the event visible to the general public will 
create more interest for your store while attracting new customers in the process.

Your Mini 4WD race can be set up in a number of ways. Here is one format that we find popular 
among many of the dealers running races. It is structured to move quickly without a lot of extra work 
on the dealer’s part.

Follow along using the flowchart to help visualize your event.

Divide your racers by class
Classes can be designed to segregate your racers by age or by level of equipment. Some dealers 
even bump drivers who repeatedly win a particular class to a more advanced class so that other, 
newer racers have a better chance. Once your drivers are divided by class, you can enter them into 
the heat sheet.
Enter your racers into the spaces under “1st Round Race.” You can put them in any order that you 
prefer. Once all of the racers are entered onto the form you may begin your first round.
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1st	Round	Race 2nd	Chance	Race Round	2 Semi	Finals Finals
racer	1 winner racer	2 2nd	chance	winner racer	1 winner racer	1 winner racer	1
racer	2 racer	3 racer	2 racer	4 racer	7
racer	3 racer	5 racer	16 racer	13

racer	4 winner racer	6 2nd	chance	winner racer	4 winner racer	7 winner
racer	5 racer	8 racer	6 racer	10
racer	6 racer	9 racer	19	

racer	7 winner racer	11 2nd	chance	winner racer	7 winner racer	13 winner
racer	8 racer	12 racer	11 racer	22
racer	9 racer	14

racer	10 winner racer	15 2nd	chance	winner racer	10 winner
racer	11 racer	17 racer	15
racer	12 racer	18

racer	13 winner racer	20	 2nd	chance	winner racer	13 winner
racer	14 racer	21	 racer	20	
racer	15

racer	16 winner racer	23 2nd	chance	winner racer	22 winner
racer	17 racer	24	 racer	23
racer	18

racer	19	 winner
racer	20	
racer	21	

racer	22 winner
racer	23	
racer	24



Recommended Race Classes
Tamiya recommends the following race classes to keep things simple. 
1. Box Stock (12 and under): The cars MUST be built per the instructions with ALL the included 
parts. No car modifications are permitted. No option parts are permitted.
2. Box Stock (all comers of all ages): Same as above except any age group is permitted to race. 
No car modifications are permitted. No option parts are permitted.
3. Super Stock: The included stock motor must be used and you may use ANY Tamiya Tune-Up 
Part available. Chassis and part lightening, cutting and modification are strictly prohibited. You may 
only tune your car with Tune-Up Parts and Accessories.   
4. Modified: Anything goes! Make you Mini 4WD car go as fast as possible with any Tamiya motor, 
and Tune-Up Parts. Modify your car with creative chassis cutting and lightening, but make sure your 
car abides by the “dimension” rules.  

Run Round One
Assuming you are using the 3-lane track (the Heat Sheet groups the racers into threes for that reason), 
you will bring the first group of 3 up to race. Have the racers turn on their cars and hold them above 
the track in their assigned lane, motors running and the wheels spinning free.
When the starter signals, the racers drop their cars onto the track. At the end of the prescribed number 
of laps, usually 3, 6, or 9, the first racer to cross the start/finish line in the lane they started is the winner.

Write the winners name in the column marked “Round 2,” the losers names will go into the spaces 
under “2nd Chance Race.” Continue in this fashion until all of your racers have completed the 1st 
Round.

Begin the Second Chance Round
The Second Chance Race is next. Proceed with this round just as you did the last, with the exception 
that only the winner will advance to the next round. Write the winners name in the spaces under 
“Round 2.” The two losers are now retired.

Run Round 2
Round 2 consists of the winners from round 1 and the winners from 2nd chance. Run this round in the 
same way that you ran the 1st round and the 2nd chance round. Move the names of the winners into 
the semi finals column where those racers will perform one more round in order to advance to finals.

Run the Finals Round  
The Finals round is just a continuation of the Semi Final format. Continue to run finals until you have a 
winner. The more racers you start out with the more final rounds you will run. 

Give Out the Awards 
Once all the Finals are completed, it is time to reward your winners. Prizes do not need to be elaborate 
or expensive, but you should hand out something that the racer can take home and brag about. You 
would be surprised how much a simple ribbon can mean to a novice racer. Some dealers prefer to use 
“Race Bucks” which the winner may apply to a purchase at the host store, some use simple plaques or 
Tamiya Tune-Up Parts. Whatever you choose it is your way of thanking your racers for their business.
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Stanchions
Spectators will want to get right up to the edge of the track, making it difficult for racers to move 
around the track, so you will need something to keep them back. A stanchion can be as simple as a 
length of PVC sprinkler pipe in a bucket of concrete or as fancy as those you see at your local movie 
theater or fast food emporium. The use of ribbon or tape between stanchions will provide a handy way 
to keep your track area clear and spectators out of harm’s way.

Registration Forms
Use the forms provided in this guide or create your own.

Insurance
Not many people would run a business without some form of liability insurance these days, but even 
if you do have a policy that you think will cover your event, it is recommended that you check with 
your agent to ensure that your coverage is sufficient. Be aware that your policy may cover your event    
within the store but may not cover one in the parking lot; check with your agent. For a race outside 
your store, your center may require a certificate indicating proof of insurance and may ask to be 
named as an additionally insured party. Your insurance company will usually provide these at no 
charge for a specific event.
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Here is a list of materials that you will need to run your program.

The Track
Tamiya makes a 3 lane track (Japan Cup Jr. Circuit, part #69506) that is perfect for hobby shop racing 
programs. A single track will give you a compact racing venue that is easy to set up and break down. By 
adding another track you can increase the number of layouts that are possible. It is recommended that 
you change the layout of your race track often (ideally, every race should be on a different track layout). 
This will encourage the drivers to tune their cars to the specific needs of that particular design, keeping 
interest high. Tamiya has individual track sections available so you can come up with unique designs, 
or use the suggested layouts shown in this guide. Whatever layout you decide on we recommend that 
you set your track on the ground, or very close to the ground. The cars can jump the track and if you 
have youngsters with their faces very close to the track, there is the possibility that someone may get 
injured. Having the track at ground level will reduce the risk of injury. 

For more information about the different tracks available please visit: 
http://www.tamiyausa.com/items/mini-series-40/racing-circuits-55000 



Release of Liability
In these litigious times, it is important to protect yourself and your business. We recommend that you 
have your racers (or the parents of your racers, if they are underage) sign a legal release. We have  
provided a model for you to use, but we cannot guarantee that it will protect you from litigation or from 
a judgment against you.

First Aid Kit
It is unusual for racers to get injured at a Mini 4WD event, but in the event that someone does, we 
recommend that you have a first aid kit available just in case.

Heat Board
A dry erase board or a large pad of butcher paper is great for posting the race flow chart. This is     
completely optional, as you can simply call the racers up when their time to race arrives, but racers 
will appreciate seeing the progression of the race.

PA System or Bull Horn
Although you will not need one right away, as your race grows and entry lists become bigger, it can 
be a real challenge to communicate. A Public Address system will allow you to speak to your racers 
and to your spectators as well.

Tables
Supplying tables and chairs for your tech inspectors and race director is a good idea for comfort.

Prizes
Don’t forget prizes to award to your winners. Examples: Ribbons, plaques, race bucks, whatever you 
choose to give out, a prize makes it all worthwhile for the youngsters attending your event. Bragging 
rights mean a lot, and a racer who has something to show for his/her win is a happy racer.

Raffles
A great way to keep attendees and racers interested is to hold raffles every so often during the event. 
A perfect time to hold the first raffle is between the end of round ONE and round TWO. It’s also a good 
idea to mix up the inscentives offered throughout the raffles in order to keep the racers and attendees 
interested in staying for the award ceremony. 
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Inspector
To ensure that everyone is playing by the rules, it is a great help to have a designated inspector to   
examine each of the cars before they run.

The great thing about a Mini 4WD Race is that it is easy to set-up and easy to run. It will not take a lot 
of employees to get one going. Track set-up can easily be handled by one person, unless you have a 
particularly elaborate track. Running the race will require a starter and some volunteer car catchers. A 
play-by-play announcer will generate much more excitement and attract more spectators. If you are 
inspecting cars for compliance with the rules, one knowledgeable inspector will suffice.

Starter
The starter will gather the three racers, bring them to the starting line, and start the race. When the 
cars have completed the requisite number of laps, he will announce the winner and have the racers 
pull their cars from the track.

Announcer
The announcer works in conjunction with the starter to organize the race and keep it running smoothly. 
He will also provide the spectators with information on the hobby including cost, skill level, variety of 
kits, etc.

Car Catchers
Since it is possible for the cars to leave the track if they are not set up properly, it will be helpful to have 
a few racers stationed at strategic places around the track to catch cars as they de-track. The Tamiya 
Car Catcher is also helpful to use when a faster car catches up to a slower car on the race track.
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legal release form
In consideration of the acceptance of my application for entry in this event, I hereby waive, release and 
discharge any and all claims for damages, for death, personal injury or property damage which I may 
have, or which may hereafter accrue to me, as a result of my participation in said event. This release is 
intended to discharge in advance the promoters, the sponsors, the promoting clubs, the officials, any 
involved municipalities, or other public entities (and their respective agents and employees), from and 
against any and all liability arising out of or connected in any way with my participation in said event, 
even though that liability may arise out of negligence, or carelessness on the part of the persons or 
entities mentioned and released above.

I further understand that Mini 4WD Cars may reach high speeds and velocities and that Mini 4WD car 
races are of a competitive nature, I also understand that serious accidents may occur during Mini 4WD 
car races, and that participants in these races may sustain mortal, or serious personal injuries, and/or 
property damage, as a consequence thereof. Knowing the risks of Mini 4WD car racing nevertheless, 
I agree to release and hold harmless all of the persons, or entities mentioned above who (through 
negligence or carelessness) might otherwise be liable to me (or my heirs or assigns) for damages. It is 
further understood and agreed that this waiver, release and assumption of risk is to be binding on my 
heirs and assigns.

Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________
Signature_____________________ Print Name_________________ Date_______________

To protect yourself from any accidents or problems which may arise during the course of your racing 
events, you should have all racers complete and sign a Liability Release Form before they put their 
cars on the track. Racers should sign this form when they check in at every race event. The form which 
follows is an example of a standard Release Form.

Use this example form, or create your own. 

1. NAME                                                                     CLASS                                    AGE
2. NAME                                                                     CLASS                                    AGE
3. NAME                                                                     CLASS                                    AGE
4. NAME                                                                     CLASS                                    AGE
5. NAME                                                                     CLASS                                    AGE 

ETC.
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Insert information on your event and location where you see the RED parenthesis:

(Hobby Shop Name)
(Address)
(City, State & Zip)

Mini 4WD Racing Comes to (Your Town)
Kids and Adults Alike Compete with These Small Scale Racers

For Immediate Release:
(Today’s Date)
Contact: (Your Name)
(Company Name)
(Phone Number)
(City) On (day, date) at (start time), (your store name) will host a Mini 4WD racing event open to all 
owners of these fast and fun 1:32 scale racers.

Mini 4WD has become one of the world’s largest and most popular hobbies. In just a matter of a 
few years, people from all over the world have discovered the excitement of building and setting up 
these simple snap together 1:32 scale kits and competing against their friends and neighbors. Tamiya 
first introduced Mini 4WDs back in 1982, and in the intervening years, Minis have become the most 
popular racing activity in the world, with literally millions of kits sold every month. The hobby has 
spawned animated television shows, comic books, and in Japan there is even televised coverage of 
Mini 4WD  racing events.

(Store name) holds Mini 4WD races every (day or interval) and is located at (your location).
Registration is open at (time), and racing starts at (time). Everyone is invited to come and browse or 
to register for the race. For further information on Mini 4WD please contact (store name) at (phone 
number) between (store hours), (days open).
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Sample Mini 4WD Event Flyer Wording
 (Insert store images and product images at your discretion)

Go Mini
With Tamiya’s Exciting Mini 4WD Racers

What is Mini 4WD racing?
• Tamiya Racing Mini’s are 1/32 scale snap-together, four-wheel-drive, action model kits.
• Easy to assemble: just snap the parts together, add the colorful stickers, install batteries, and   
 you are ready to go.
• Build for looks, or increased performance by using Tamiya 4WD Tune-Up Parts.
• The versatility of these fun-filled mini models encourages modelers to use their imagination.
• Races are regularly held for those who want to put their Mini 4WD skills to the test.
• Tamiya offers home sized race tracks as well.

How does it work?
• Each race lasts for a multiple of 3-laps (3, 6 or 9)
• Racers usually compete in at least 2 elimination races to determine a final winner.

How can I get in on this?
Talk to the race director or to the personnel inside the store. They can tell you about the types of cars 
that may be raced here and help you decide which one will be best for you. You can also walk through 
the pit area and look at what people are racing. Most racers like to talk about their cars and will give 
you lots of information.

What equipment do I need?
• A Tamiya Mini 4WD kit
• AA Alkaline batteries (8 would be a good start)

What’s all this going to cost me?
The suggested retail price of a Tamiya Mini 4WD runs from $13.00 to $18.00. Tune-Up Parts range 
from less than a dollar to $12.00. All things considered, this is an inexpensive and exciting hobby that 
you can start enjoying right now.

Sample Social Media Announcement (FaceBook, Twitter, Instagram etc.)

Go Mini
With Tamiya Mini 4WD Racing

Join in on the Fastest Growing Hobby in the World.
It’s Fun, It’s Easy, It’s For Everyone!

Compete with any Tamiya Mini 4WD racing kit. There are classes for all ages, so everyone can join 
in on the fun. These simple and inexpensive racers can be customized for looks, or modified for high 
performance. Either way you have the recipe for fun and excitement!

Come and race or just come to check it out! There is a lot of fun to be had and everyone has a chance 
to win prizes!
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Tamiya racing 3-lane circuits come in a basic oval layout right out of the box. You can expand 
your track layout by combining multiple tracks and separate sections to come up with fun courses. 
Furthermore, you can design the larger courses to be high speed or more technical. The diagrams 
below are examples of what you can create!

Item 69506 JR Racing Mini 4WD Circuit “Japan Cup Junior Circuit” shown consists of the following 
track section parts:
• 8 curved sections   
• 2 straight sections   
• 1 wave section        
• 2 bridge sections

To build course “A” you will need 3 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “B” you will need 2 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “C” you will need 2 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “D” you will need 2 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “E” you will need 2 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “F” you will need 2 of item 69506 to complete.
To build course “G” you will need 3 of item 69506 to complete.

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

G.

3-lane circuits

• 2 bridge supports
• 2 bridge approach sections
• 1 under bridge section

306cm

14
4c

m



2-lane circuits
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Out of the box 2-lane circuit layout.

Sample 2-lane layout using two or 
more oval home circuit tracks. 

Tamiya offers a few different versions of the Mini 4WD 2-lane oval track. The difference between them 
is usually color. Item 95046 JR Oval Home Circuit 2 Level Black and 69569 JR Oval Home Circuit with 
Lane Change L.Green/Blue are both popular 2-lane circuits.



Tamiya Mini 4wd catalog
During your Mini 4WD racing events, you will attract many spectators new to the hobby. In order to 
best serve them and ensure the possibility of their future participation, the Mini 4WD catalog will give 
them more information to take home.

Mini 4WD Parts matching list
Need to know which Tamiya Mini 4WD Tune-Up Parts work with what chassis? Look no further! 
Featured in back of the Tamiya Mini 4WD Catalog is the Grade-Up parts chart. Listed are: Motor 
and performance parts, rollers and stabilizing parts, body sets, wheels and tires, dress-up stickers, 
accessories, and tools.

19 
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• How to use chart: Part can be used as is.
▲

scrapping, making a hole. Some parts in package
may not be able to be used. 

reduce the performance of the car. •

Please read the instruction manual carefully before attaching Grade Up 
Parts. •attaching method or combination of the parts may prohibit the entry. 

•Grade Up Parts attaching method of combination of the parts may

products may change without a notice.

M
A

M
S

ARSuper TZ-X

VSSuper XX

Super X

Super TZ

Super FM

Super 2

Super 1

Type 5

Zero

Type 3

Body Mount Adapter & Catch Set (for MS Chassis)
Avante Mk.II Clear Body Set
Bumperless N03/T03 Units w/LED Unit Red
Quick Release Body Catch 
Clear Body Set Tridagger XX
Mint 4WD Oil Applicator

15356
15369
15384
15406
15447
15465
15466
15468

Body Set Aero Avante Clear
Mini 4WD Maintenance Mat 180x290mm

Dress-Up Parts,
Body Sets

Stabilizing Pole Set
Rear Brake & Roller Set
Sliding Damper Grease Set
Front Sliding Damper Roller
FRP Mount Plate Set
Short Stabilizing Pole & Roller Set
19mm Aluminum Ball-Race Rollers (Aero-Spoke Type)
17mm Aluminum Ball-Race Rollers (3-Spoke Type)
Aluminum Progessive Down-Thrust Rollers
13mm Dia. Guide Roller Ball Bearings
FRP Multi Reinforcing Plate
Rear Sliding Damper Brake Set
Side Extension Roller Mount
Mini 4WD Screw Set A
Mini 4WD Screw Set B
FRP Plate for Super X Chassis
FRP Rear Roller Stay for Super X Chassis
19mm Aluminum Roller w/Plastic Ring
Steering System Set
DR Multi Chassis Balance Weight
DR 9mm Ball Bearings
DR 11mm Ball Bearings
FRP Side Extension Roller Mount
Underside Stabilizing Head Set
Rear Double Roller Stay (for MS Chassis)
Mini 4WD PRO FRP Support Plate Set
Roller Angle Adjuster Plate Set
Wide Roller Stay Set (Damped)
Low Friction Roller Set
Stabilizer Ball Cap (Monochrome)
Stabilizer Ball Cap (Bright)
Large Dia. Stabilizer Head Set (11mm, 15mm)
Mass Damper Set
FRP Multi Roller Setting Stay
Mini 4WD Hex Mount Set (10mm, 15mm)
Double Aluminum Rollers (13-12mm)
Multi-Brake Set (for MS Chassis)
Mass Damper Set (Heavy)
Double Aluminum Rollers (9-8mm)
19mm Aluminum Ball-Race Rollers (5-Spoke Type)
Front Under Guard
Stainless Steel Screw Set D (40mm)
Long Stabilizing Pole & Low Friction Plastic Roller Set (13mm)
Rein Rr Double Roller Stay

15059
15113
15129
15139
15150
15158
15160
15161
15176
15180
15193
15198
15230
15232
15233
15242
15243
15251
15258
15343
15344
15345
15357
15361
15362
15372
15373
15377
15381
15385
15386
15391
15392
15394
15395
15398
15399
15401
15403
15404
15405
15407
15408
15412

Set-Up Parts

15133
15134
15186
15215
15256
15307
15317
15318
15346
15350
15351
15375
15402

Rev-Tuned Motor
Torque-Tuned Motor
Plasma-Dash Motor
Atomic-Tuned Motor
Hyper-Dash 2 Motor
Ultra-Dash Motor
Power-Dash Motor
Sprint-Dash Motor
Torque-Tuned Motor PRO
Rev-Tuned Motor PRO
Atomic-Tuned Motor PRO
Hyper-Dash Motor PRO
Light-Dash Motor PRO

Motors

15433
15455

Mach-Dash Pro
Light Dash Motor

Tire & Wheels

Gold Plated Terminal B
0 Type Chassis Gold Term WE090

Aluminum Motor Support
1.4 Hollow Propeller Shaft-Super 1/Z Chassis
Hollow Propeller (Super X Chassis)
High Speed Counter Gear Set
Gold Plated Terminal Set (Super X Chassis) 
RC Hex-Hole Ball Bearing (4pcs.)
RC 8T Pinion Gear Set Metal/Plastic
RC Mini 72mm Shaft H. Stainless Steel
Fluorine Coated Gear Shaft Straight (2pcs.)
RO Gear Bearing Set MS Chassis
MS Chassis Super Speed Gear
PRO High Speed Gear Set MS Chassis/Gear Ratio 4:1
Gold Plated Terminal Set MS Chassis 
PRO Reinforced Gear Cover MS Chassis
Lightweight Center Chassis (Mini 4WD PRO)
Bumperless N-03/T-03 Units
Mini 4WD F Grease Fluoropolymer
Fluorine Coated Gear Shaft Straight (2pcs.)
Steel Bearing 4pcs Fluorine Coated
Gold Plated Terminal Set (for MS Chassis)
60mm Reinforced Shaft Black (4pcs.)
72mm Reinforced Shaft Black (4pcs.)
Gold Plated Terminal Set Super-II Chassis 
High Speed EX Gear Set MS Chassis/Gear Ratio 3.7:1
Super Speed Gear Set Super X & Super-II Chassis
High Speed EX Counter Gear Ration 3.7:1
Reinforced Gears w/ Easy Locking Gear Cover
60mm Hollow Stainless Shaft
Carbon Reinforced Pinion 8T PInion Gear (6pcs.)
G13 & 8T Pinion Gear Set Carbon Reinforced
Mini 4WD Oil Applicator

15046
15090
15111   Mini Round Hole Ball Beating Set (4pcs.)
15149
15205
15234
15236
15237
15287
15289
15297
15340
15347
15349
15355
15360
15363
15374
15382
15383
15390
15393
15400
15416
15417
15421
15429
15432
15434
15438
15440
15453
15462
15465

M
A

M
S

ARSuper TZ-X

VSSu per XX

Super X

Super TZ

Super FM

Super 2

Super 1

Type 5

Zero

Type 3Hop-Up-Options

Reston Sponge Tires (Blue) 
Narrow One-Way Wheel Set
Narrow One-Way Wheel Set (Wide Tread) 
Small Dia. Plated Spoke Wheel Set (w/Reston Sponge Tires) 
Narrow One-Way Wheel Set for Super X Chassis
Small Dia. Semi-Pneumatic Tires w/Wheels 
LH/Tire Wheel Set (Fin)
LH Tire/Wheel Set (Dish)
Lg Dia Soft Tire Set Clear PRO/RACER/SUPER/FULLY/AERO 
Lg Dia Hard Tire Set Clear PRO/RACER/SUPER/FULLY/AERO
Lg Dia Carbon Wheel Set w/Soft Slick Tires 
Lg Dia Carbon Wheel Set w/Soft Slick Tires 
Offset Tread Tires
OffsetTread Tires Soft Clear
Offset Tread Tires Hard/White
Lg Dia One-Way Wheels Offset Tread Tires
Narrow Reston Sponge Tires Black
Small Dia Offset Tread Tire (4pcs.)
Offset Tread Tires 4pcs Low Profile 
Narrow Large Dia Wheels w/White Arched Tires
Small Dia Carbon Wheels w/White Arched Tires
Low Profile Tire/Wheel Set Super X/Super XX Chassis
Low Profile Tire w/1-Way Wheel Set
Lg Diameter 1-Way Wheel Set Supper X/XX Chassis
Lg Diameter Tire/Wheel Set Low Profile 
Lg Diameter Tire/Wheel Set Low Profile for Super X/XX 

15117
15120
15213
15219
15238
15239
15358
15359
15364
15365
15366
15368
15376
15378
15379
15387
15388
15396
15397
15414
15415
15442
15443
15444
15445
15446

M
A

M
S

ARSuper TZ-X

VSSuper XX

Super X

Super TZ

Super FM

Super 2

Super 1

Type 5

Zero

Type 3

M
A

M
S

ARSuper TZ-X

VSSuper XX

Super X

Super TZ

Super FM

Super 2

Super 1

Type 5

Zero

Type 3

Rubber Brake Set
Double Aluminum Rollers w/Rubber Rings (13-12mm)
FRP Rr Double Roller Stay w/19mm Low Friction Rollers
19mm Aluminum Rollers w/Plastic Rings (Dish Type) 
Mass Damper Square  6x6x32mm
Mass Damper Square  8x8x32mm
Multi Roller Setting Stay FRP Rear
FRP Reinforcing Plate Set Short
Mini 4WD Basic Tune Up Set 
LG Dia Stabilizer Head Set 17mm
Alum Ball Race Rollers 13mm Ringless
Brake Sponge Set 3 Types
17mm Alum Rollers w/Plastic Rings
AR Chassis Basic Tune Set
FRP Wide Front Plate For AR Chassis 
FRP Wide Rear Plate For AR Chassis 
2mm Cap Screw Set 25mm, 30mm
Setting Gear Set AR Chassis
Plastic Double Rollers Low Friction Red/Blue 13-12mm
Rear Brake Set AR Chassis
Side Mass Damper Set AR Chassis
19mm Alum Rollers (5 Spokes) w/Plastic Rings
HG Alum Ball-Race Rollers 19mm (Ringless)
Wide Rear Sliding Damper
Wide Front Sliding Damper

15413
15418
15425
15426
15427
15428
15430
15431
15435
15436
15437
15441
15449
15450
15451
15452
15454
15456
15457
15458
15459
15461
15464
15467
15369

HG Sliding Damper Grease Extra Hard/Extra Soft15471

M
A

M
S

ARSuper TZ-X

VSSuper XX

Super X

Super TZ

Super FM

Super 2

Super 1

Type 5

Zero

Type 3




